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Japanese Invasion of China and Baigyou Mizuno
HIRONAKA Issei
 This paper examines reasons that Baigyou Mizuno, between the years of 1920 
and 1940, working as a successful journalist of Chinese affairs and contributing to 
the friendship of Japanese and Chinese Buddhism as a Jodoshinshu Honganji 
Buddhist monk, supported the Japanese Army’s invasion of China after the 
Manchurian Incident.
 The young Mizuno pursued the study of Zen Buddhism and Confucianism and 
continued his training in China. While there, he faced the realization that the 
permeation of Christianity was endangering the Chinese identity shaped by 
Buddhism. Mizuno published articles in the newspaper and magazines pointing 
out the problems of religious propagation and simultaneously supported the 
Chinese revolution in order to be permitted to teach Japanese Buddhism with the 
goal to rebuild Chinese Buddhism. However, the upheaval caused by the Chinese 
Revolution not only endangered the Chinese people but also the cultural treasures 
of ancient China.
 Influenced by his teacher Hajime Nezu, Mizuno had great concern regarding 
the Japan’s Special Interests in Manchuria and was dissatisfied with the 
governance by Zhang Zuolin, the leader of Mukden military clan. He also harshly 
criticized the Nationalist Party and its government for struggling against the 
Chinese Communist Party and not being able to suppress the chaos happening in 
China.
 These criticisms of and dissatisfaction with Chinese affairs caused him to 
support the war.
